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Rangifer  TX252 is a multipurpose machine with ice resurfacing 
equipment. It is the perfect choice for small surfaces both indoors and 
outdoors. TX252 is an electric machine based on the latest industrial 
technology and innovations. It has no hydraulics, everything works with 
battery electricity.

The spirit of the TX252 is transformality. Ice resurfacing equipment can 
be removed and replaced with a different equipment. The conditioner is 
a single, easily detachable unit. Snow tank can be removed. Operator’s 
platform is reversible 180° and enables a lot of options for equipment 
installed in front of the operator. 

Rangifer TX252 chassis is made of 100 x 60mm all-welded steel tubing. 
Main electric wires are protected inside the steel tubes. Two combined 
electrical boxes keep electrical devices and controllers protected from 
moisture and dust. All drive motors are AC motors and controlled by 
Curtis Instruments motor controllers.  

Drive axle TX2 is equipped with leaf spring suspension, direct AC motor 
drive and EM braking system.

Steering is based on ”fly-by-wire” princible. The steering rack bar is 
connected to the gear box and the gear box runs by AC motor.  

Snow tank platform with snow tank is front dumping. Lifting of snow tank 
and conditioner is achieved with powerful Linak actuators and special 
DC controllers.

Ice making water distribution is based on direct drive diaphragm piston 
pump. Pump capacity is adjustable between 0-100%. Water distribution 
pipe is equipped with 18 high performance spray nozzles. Water tank is 
made of stainless steel and water capacity is 360l. 

All panels are made of steel sheets and painted with high-gloss paints. 
Basic colors are black and grey but machine can be painted in different 
colors according to the customer requirements.
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Rangifer TX252 Technical Information

Weight 1780kg w/o conditioner
Weight  2185kg with conditioner
Lenght 330cm
Width 160cm
Conditioner width 183cm
Wheelbase 150cm
Wheel track 120cm
Height 211cm
Height snow tank up 250cm
Height with driver 228cm 

Turning radious 350cm

AC Electric motors 5pcs
Voltage 48V
Drive motor 5,5kW
Steering motor 0,8kW
Water pump motor 1,2kW
Horizontal auger motor 2,5kW reversible
Vertical auger motor 2,5kW reversible

Snow tank lifting 20 kNm
Conditioner lifting 10 kNm

Snow tank capacity 1,85m3
Water tank capacity 360 L

Braking system Electromagnetic

Augers Ø 20cm 
Blade 168cm
Tires 6.00-9/4-00 (solid tires with screw 

studs)


